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PAM HOGG, P.10

BACKSTAGE, P.12

EDITOR’S NOTE.

L

ondon Fashion Week is hard to describe if you haven’t seen it for yourself. Although
this was my third season and the Head of Photography’s second, the rest of our team
were LFW virgins. I found it tricky to communicate to them beforehand the intensity
of an event that revolves around an industry as multi-faceted as fashion. Several of the reporters were sceptical, as I imagine you might be even as you read this. I’m the first to admit
that fashion is easy to ridicule for being an elitist, out of touch institution.

LIZ BLACK, P.11

But LFW is the prism through which the rainbow of fashion’s dynamic and inspiring elements shines. Walking around Somerset House is similar to looking through a kaleidoscope; everywhere you look there is an ever-shifting profusion of colour. London flies the
flag for individuality; the catwalk may produce some exciting trends, but the people lead
British fashion. Twitter was abuzz with how bloggers now outnumber the ‘official’ press,
and all around people marched to the beat of their own fashion drum. London now outstrips New York, Paris and Milan in both the creativity of its designers and the vibrancy of
its attendees. Asking around, our team described LFW as ‘a circus’, ‘a festival’ and as ‘wacko
week’., terms I feel adequately begin to describe the level of energy and colour that LFW
produces.
Nouse has attended LFW for three years in a row now, and this time we hope you will find
our supplement bigger and better than ever. For the first time, we live blogged our coverage
of the 37 shows we attended, giving you a sneak peek. If you missed it, don’t worry – we
have included reports from six of the best shows on pages 4 and 5, and you can see all the
rest online. The interviews are jucier than ever too. On page 7 we talk to NEWGEN award
winner and ethical design pioneer Christopher Raeburn, whilst on page 10 we get closer to
the weird and wonderful world of veteran designer Pam Hogg.
We hope you find something in our pages that catches your eye and gets you thinking about
Fashion in all its forms,
INDIA BLOCK
FASHION EDITOR

STREET STYLE, P. 14

SOPHIE WEBSTER,
P. 5

ORLA KIELY, P. 4
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SHOWS REPORTS.
DANS LA VIE
Rira Sugawara’s Art History background is made evident in the latest
A/W ‘13 collection by Dans La Vie. Her theme ‘Moving Print Bodies’
included prints of work by Leonardo Da Vinci, embedded into vinyl
type material with a reptilian finish to it. Figure-hugging dresses that
accentuated the feminine silhouette, coupled with fitted body suits were
abundant. These were offset nicely by chunky wedge workman’s boots,
giving a rather more balanced gender effect. The model’s femininity was
hidden by the strange balaclavas they were wearing, which, reminded me
somewhat of Alien vs. Predator rather than couture fashion, confusing
the decadent effect of the outfits themselves, Some pieces of the collection were focused on modesty, the majority of the outfits long-sleeved
and covered all the body, and paired with the aforementioned balaclava.
Some of the later models to take to the runway had more adventurous
outfits on, with one model wearing a tight PVC leotard with fitted sheer
sleeves and a jewelled cross motif on the chest. Another favourite of
the collection was a high-necked panelled dress, blending lace overlay
with reptilian textured PVC, which you could certainly get away with
wearing on a glamourous night out. The galactic chic tone of the show
was continued through the beauty angle, as those models without head
coverings sported black lipstick and a wet hair look, coupled with cat eye
style eyeliner.
- Mary O’Connor

ORLA KIELY
In the Kiely presentation we found ourselves surrounded by Mad Menesque models fighting their way through hoards of photographers in the
top floor of a deserted studio, to lilting sounds of 60s classics. The room
was set up as a fully fledged typing pool, complete with ringing old
phones, clattering typewriters and models wafting to-and-from filling
cabinets, donned in candy-coloured cable-knit dresses, pretty two-pieces and vibrant pea coats. Velvet daisy jacquard print was used on dusky
pink skirts and smart navy shifts alike; girly though this collection may
seem, there is no getting away from the adult tailoring and structure of
each piece. Orla Kiely stood casually chatting in the corner of the room,
and graciously took the time to tell us why this chaotic atmosphere was
more her cup of tea than a calm runway: “We’ve always started with
presentations, that’s the way we do it. Last time we did London, we did
a tea dance where everyone was dancing in a ballroom , and this time
we thought it would be nice to do a secretarial form - in the end it kind
of fits with our look. We thought it was a nice way to have everyone interacting.” All in all, this show was a party of wonderfully pretty, playful
pieces in a wintery palette, with ‘pops of colour’. As Kiely said they were
to ‘chase winter blues away.’
-Miranda Larbi

MARQUES’ ALMEIDA
The super duo that are Marta Marques and Paulo Almeida were awarded
NEWGEN sponsorship from the British Fashion Council for the second season last December, and you can see why. As the show notes
say, the duo subscribe to the Helmut Lang school of thought: ‘fashion
is about attitude, not hemlines.’ This motto echoes around the entirety
of Marques’ Almeida’s A/W13 collection. The 90s soundtrack instantly
transported you back and combined with the models look of ‘just got
up’ hair and kohl lined eyes; it was 90s grunge down to a tee. Marques’
Almeida are the ‘go to brand for distressed denim’ and this season certainly didn’t disappoint. Jeans were worn slim, with the bottoms being
slashed, heavily frayed and dragged behind to reveal a chunky plastic
Mary Jane shoe, in white or black. We saw denim turned into head to
toe camouflage, trousers, spaghetti-strapped tops and anything else you
could possibly want. Their inspiration was Skunk Anansie and Winona
Ryder; glamorous but ‘rough around the edges’. Glamour seeped through
the collection in evening gown-like wide trousers and delicate spaghettistrapped tops in deep jewel tones in rich fabrics. Red, white and blue
were the colours Marques and Almeida chose, to create an optimistic
Americana spirit. This collection was a highlight of Fashion Week; it
was unobviously sexy, sophisticated, effortlessly cool and easily wearable.
- Francesca Butcher
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SOPHIA WEBSTER
Stepping into the presentation room in the Tate Tanks for Sophia
Webster’s first Topshop show was like entering a psychedelic Narnia.
Drifts of shimmering fake snow carpeted the ground, candy coloured trees sprouted from the ground and a solitary iron-wrought
lamp-post glowed in the background. Scattered whimsically
throughout this pastel-hued fairyland were models dressed in skin
tight, shiny, polka dot catsuits designed by dancewear specialist Janine Clarson. Each girl’s head was crowned with a rainbow unicorn
horn of hair, complete with a tufty fringe and a long plaited ‘tail’.
The Bumble and Bumble hair team had clearly taken inspiration
from Webster’s adopted motto printed on the show notes: ‘Always
be yourself. Unless you can be a unicorn. Then always be a unicorn.’
Each girl looked like a My Little Pony come to life, trotting around
this wonderland on Webster’s fantastical shoes. There were gladiator-style thigh high boots, cutesy t-bar heels (very Cher Horowitz),
metallic court shoes, chunky Prada-esque heels on acid, and Webster’s signature strappy sandal in a multitude of metallic, pastel and
neon designs. The accessories Webster had created were also highly
covetable: clutches that looked like rainbows or artists palettes, and
cross body bags in the shape of unicorns. Topshop must be over the
moon to have their newest designer onboard, and we can’t wait to
see what further collaborations produce.
- India Block

PHOEBE ENGLISH
To celebrate the last time that she will be presenting her work in the
beautiful Freemason’s House, Central Saint Martins graduate Phoebe English commissioned friend and set designer Robert Storey to
design a large, geometric, wooden construction. This rigid form was
a continuation of the intricately patterned tiles in this unique show
space. Against a soundtrack of distortion, the models wore black net
visors as they stalked slowly through the wooden set. By covering
their eyes, English creates a sense of anonymity and begins to investigate the idea of ‘sightlessness’ that underpins her show. The rigid
lines of the wooden cage contrasted with English’s collection. Her
clothes are deconstructed practically to their utmost minimum. In
fact, the garments appear to be unfinished and the frayed edges give
a sense of ethereality to the strict geometric structure of the clothes.
English encourages us to experience her work through touch rather
than sight. This is demonstrated in the textures of the collection and
the crudely hewn quality of the cotton garments. The hair styling
reflected this mood: fly away strands escaping from the models’
seemingly un-groomed, high double knot. This simplicity is continued in the make up, the models’ lips are painted with nude lipstick,
which reflects the neutral palette of full nude, black and navy that
colours the designer’s A/W13 range.
-Lily Grant

FAM IRVOLL
It was kitsch, loud and garish. 90s prints brought an urban jungle of
pastels, with baby pinks and blues as the base colour palette. These
were then developed with neons, comic book prints and bright reds
– shown most boldly in the lips motif, which appeared as badges, on
the shoes and as a huge bumbag. Crop tops and over-sized beanies
had a youthful vibe, but left space for the sarcastic interpretation of
the show title ‘YOLO!!!’ that ultimately emerged. The centrepiece
was a white high-wasted, cinched-in dress, with flared netting and
long red sleeves; teamed with flats, giving a preppy edge which was
consistent through the collection. The make-up accentuated this,
with liquid neon pink lips with a black surround teamed up with
a double sweeping eyebrow. The models were given free rein, high
fiving the crowd and each other as they went, bringing electrifying
energy to the clothes. Fam Irvoll joined her models as they formed
a hip hop dance troop descending upon the photographers pit, rapper in tow, who brought the theme of the show to the crowd with
aggression. Less catwalk show, more statement, Fam Irvoll’s A/W13
collection was met with cheers for her unconventional show style.
The collection was larger than life, writing the social media generation into her script, in the process bringing the retro prints and cuts
right up to date.
-Tom Witherow
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J. JS LE E

“I wanted the colours to look natural, not like
artificial flowers from a greenhouse.”

Minimal dreams of far-off lands: India Block discovers the big ideas behind J. JS Lee’s stunning collection.

T

he J JS Lee presentation in the Portico Rooms of
Somerset House was the show that I was most determined to talk my way into. Having snuck in to
see her Spring/Summer collection last year, I had been enchanted by the palette of sorbet colours and her designs
that managed to be minimalist without compromising on
femininity. After getting past PR and bagging a spot on the
Front Row next to the likes of super-blogger Susanna Lau,
aka Susie Bubble, I wasn’t disappointed. Seoul-born designer Jackie Lee had triumphed yet again, with a stunning
collection of shift dresses and coats in black, cream, mint
and lilac. Her quirky, paired-back aesthetic makes it no surprise that Lee lists actress Tilda Swinton as her top muse.
The final look of a cape-like coat in a soft purple hue
was my particular favourite. Making a beeline for it in the Exhibition space the next day, I bumped into the designer herself, who was kind enough to answer all my questions about
the collection. She explained that the idea for the unique
shape and colour of her Autumn/Winter ’13 coats had been
inspired by her love of travel and world cultures, in particular
Africa. I found this intriguing; her collection didn’t exactly
shout ‘Africa’ and all its cultural clichés we see reproduced dai-
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ly. Lee’s approach was much more lateral and very thoughtful.
For the coats, she had wanted to create a garment
that was practical, so that instead of carrying round a blanket
for cold nights, one could simply take a stylish coat that did
the job perfectly. However, her motivation was much more
than simply freeing her clients to pack light for their adventures. Stimulated by the idea of places like Africa existing as
the last bastions of unspoilt wilderness, Lee chose to use only
natural dyes to colour her clothes. The delicate shades were
mixed exclusively for the collection, and seemed to me to
be reminiscent of wildflowers. When I mentioned this, Lee
agreed that she had chosen a natural floral palette, not wanting
the colours to resemble artificial hothoused flowers. Colourwise, the collection could slip neatly into any culture around
the world, making their wearer a particularly stylish nomad.
In order to create her garments that have, upclose, a cotton-candy look and feel, Lee explored traditional African weaving techniques. The method proved highly effective – she informed me it had only taken her and her
team of interns half an hour to create the material for one
individual piece. The result is a highly tactile, wavy texture
that is pleasing to look at and surely very snuggly to wear.

Footwear didn’t get left out in the cold, either. So
often designers seem to pick the shoes to accompany their
collection as an afterthought. After watching so many shows
where models struggled with unwieldy shoes, it was nice to
see a designer who had clearly taken footwear into serious
consideration. So serious, in fact, that Lee designed a whole
range of shoes to match. White leather wedge heels, stylish
brogues, and sandals had all been embellished with straps
or panels of the same coloured wool used in the garments.
An addition which Lee explained was not simply aesthetic,
but designed to keep your feet toasty in colder climates.
This holistic approach to a collection is a symbol
of Lee’s big plans for the future. Asking where she saw herself and her collections in five years time, Lee promptly and
confidently assured me that she had ideas to branch out into
menswear, childrenswear, homewear, and even dog clothing
(caninewear?). In the last project she has already had some
success: her one-year-old puppy is apparently a complete
diva fashionsta, and is currently flaunting a bowtie made
of the same material as her collection. For me, this candid
remark encapsulated Lee’s consummate ability to expand a
streamlined idea into something fun, colourful, and quirky.

CHRISTOPHER R AEBURN
India Block talks to NEWGEN winner about responsible fashion and his ethical ethos.

O

ne look at Christopher Raeburn’s work is enough
to dispel any notions you might have about ‘ethical’ clothing. A label that used to be attached to
drab sackcloths, or the sort of flowing kaftans you could
only get away with if you lived a commune, has been revolutionised by Raeburn’s quietly conscientious approach.
His range of clothes and accessories are striking enough
to stand out of the designer crowd even without knowing about the philosophy behind their conception; Raeburn’s attitude is so refreshing precisely because his ethos
of responsibility is not tacked on at the end as a marketing gimmick. Instead, it underpins every aspect of his design work to create beautiful garments that have real soul.
Last season, Raeburn showcased a Spring/Summer
collection of light shift dresses and jackets created from exquisite silk that had been re-purposed from 1930s bomber
pilot escape maps. This season, he continued to draw on the
military theme in an original way, taking inspiration from
the Maunsell Sea Forts, constructed as part of Britain’s naval defence system for WWII . Speaking to him later in the
Exhibition space, he informed me that pieces such as the
playsuit and coat were constructed from bespoke ‘wool de-

grade’ had been specially designed and dyed to reference
the rusted patina of the structures outer shells. The effect is
visually mesmerising; up close they appear more like fur or
feathers, beautifully camouflaging. In fashion lingo, ‘military’ style is a somewhat tired expression for collections that
utilise shiny boots and buttons or sharp cuts. Again, Raeburn has worked his zeitgeist magic to produce a collection
that looks like a uniform for life in a modern urban jungle.
Coats and body warmers in dull bronze or midnight blue looked wonderfully insulating; the addition of a
zigzag weave pattern sewn over them made the outerwear
less bulky to wear, and eye-catching to boot. Flashes of neon
pink were toughened up by a black, miltary-grade mesh overlay in trousers, jackets and even a dress. Normally I would
shudder at the term sport-luxe but Raeburn makes it work.
These are pieces that could spice up anyone’s wardrobe,
whilst still allowing them run for the bus in the pouring rain.
This perfect union of beauty and practicality is
magnified in Raeburn’s range of bags, most notably his
backpacks. He explained that whilst the backpacks had
originally only been made for his menswear ranges, they
proved incredibly popular with his female clients. In re-

sponse, he has created a range of stunning and practical
bags that could beat any silly-frilly ‘it’ bag in a fist fight, and
still look amazing. My personal favourite was a simple grey,
lace print number with strong black leather-look panelling.
This is not to say that Raeburn’s other bags are not equally
attention grabbing. Every season, Raeburn and his team
bring out new bags in the shape of animals. Last year I completely fell for his owl and rabbit bags. This time dogs, foxes
and, the newest addition, water rats were realised in a multitude of fabrics joined them, their X’d out eyes giving them
a darkly kitsch vibe. Raeburn enthused to me that, as part
of his policy of reducing waste, the bags are in fact created
from the off cuts of the material used to make each collection.
This inventive blending of cutting edge design
and a DNA of ethical coding means Raeburn’s work is
wonderfully hard to pigeonhole, something exemplified
by his being awarded Topshop’s NEWGEN status and simultaneously being included in the British Fashion Council’s ‘esethetica’ showcase. As a final question I asked him
to explain why he chose to build his brand on a basis of
eco-friendly policies. His answer – “Well, why wouldn’t
you?” – was logical, blunt and to the point. 100% Raeburn.

All Photography
AGATHA
TORRANCE

“Creating ethical fashion? Well,why wouldn’t you?”
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HOT P

It was a metallic beginning to London Fashion Week this season. Sheen featured largely
at the brands from the high street such a Whistles and Topshop Unique, so this is a
trend you can expect to see a lot of. Shiny also came in the form of sequins and glitter in
Swarovski embellishments at Eudon Choi and a full sequin jumpsuit at Topshop Unique.

Pink was the way to think this season at London Fashion W
shown on outerwear and even adorning shoes at J.JS.Lee. S
Unique, even on the desirable shearling shrugs. It was

METALLIC & SHINE

TREN

WINTER WHITES

PANEL

White was big last season, which was no surprise for Spring/Summer, but it is back again
for Autumn/Winter. Full white and off white outfits opened shows such as Zoë Jordan
and Bora Aksu. Shades of white wear were also seen as complete looks from designers
J.JS.Lee and L’Wren Scott. If you are going to wear your whites with one other colour; go
for black and work the monochrome look. Pringle of Scotland showed the perfect monochrome look; a tailored white sleeveless dress with on trend elbow length black leather
gloves. For more, see Moschino Cheap and Chic, Osman and Giles.

Outerwear is the way to wear your panelling this season. Man
to Meadham Kirchhoff. Panels came in prints, fur, leather and
contrasting plastic panelling on the sleeves and even on the ful
had a fur panel surrounding the bottom. For mo

PINK.

Week. Starting soft with candy floss baby pink, so beautifully
Shades of powder pink were seen from top to toe at Topshop
seen with a sheen on catwalks such as Roksanda Ilincic.

NDS

LLING .

nish two-tone coats were seen everywhere from Richard Nicoll
d even plastic. The essential Burberry Mac was rejuvenated with
ll skirt. At Eudon Choi the bottom of his perfectly tailored coats
ore see Nicole Farhi, James Long and Peter Pilotto.

There was standard tailoring in the expected fabrics but the unexpected got given
the Savile Row touch too. Leather and fur were both tailored and taken from daring
to ladylike. Heritage style checks appeared in monochrome at Zoë Jordan as warm
knitted coats, and at Roksanda Ilincic as pretty, soft dresses.

HERITAGE
FUR & FUR TRIM.

Fur made an appearance in almost every show we saw this season. To copy Cruella de
Vil’s villain chic why not opt for floor length fur as seen at House of Holland and Sister
by Sibling? Admittedly ground sweeping fur cannot be worn for any occasion, but this
season there was fur for everyone. Fur trim at Bora Aksu, fur panelling at Eudon Choi,
fur stoles at Christopher Kane, tailored fur jackets at KTZ, fur collars at PPQ, fur gilets
at Preen. Fur came in red, white, pink, black and everything in between. Need we say
anymore? See more at Topshop Unique, Tom Ford and Mulberry.
- Francesca Butcher

PAM HOGG

Lan Nguyen-Grealis tells Mary O’Connor about the personality behind
the persona of one of fashion’s biggest names.

M

y first introduction to Pam
Hogg was rude,
unorthodox and unexpected;
three things which I later realised characterised the genius that
emerged from her new collection,
The Emperor’s New Clothes.
On being jostled out
of Freemason’s Hall
by a rather unpleasant security guard, I
was greeted by a furious Pam Hogg who,
unrecognised by the
same jobsworth security guard, shouted
“I’m the next fucking
designer”, and proceeded to storm in,
signature yellow hair
wildly tangled, attitude
abundant.
Hogg 1, security 0.
Her show had
the same hit-bya-train feel to
it, with outrageously naked
models
and
clawed ballet
dancers.
Mo r e
a theatrical
affair
than
a
catwalk
show, Hogg’s
show featured
the re-invented bodysuits for
which she is renowned, incorporating PVC, and lots of glittery sequins.
Certainly one of the most standout pieces was her latticed PVC bodysuit with sequinned panels, modelled by a dancer from the English
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National Ballet Company. And just to show how flexible one
could be in her crimson creation, Hogg had the dancer perform some contorted movements to the dark electro beats of
Carter Tutti, as well as walk on pointe. At this point, I could
tell things were beginning to take a darker tone.
This impression was solidified when more catsuit wearing models took to the runways, clad in leather and sheer
material, all balancing a foam block on their heads. There was
a distinctive sadomasochistic edge to the collection, as the
strings tying the blocks to the models’ heads restricted their
mouths from moving. Interestingly however, Hogg had created some of the pieces to be clearly of the dominatrix persuasion, exposing a tension between submission and dominance. One outfit that was particularly striking in this respect
was a black latticed bodysuit with leather and sheer panelling. It was paired with an emerald green long jacket which
added a vibrancy to an outfit which screamed darkness and
‘I’ll-lock-you-in-my-dungeon-for-all-eternity’.
In a clear nod to her S/S 2013 show entitled ‘SOS’, the
1980s wild child included plastic, transparent medical gowns
with a matching doctor’s mask, which, like her Empress outfits, left very little to the imagination.
Aside from the more bizarre pieces, there were some
items of Hogg’s collection that were more wearable, including a safari-esque outfit with a high-necked, cream sleeveless
balloon top and taupe, loose-fitting trousers with cream netted fringes hanging from the pockets. If the glamorous look
is more your style, Hogg catered for that too with a figurehugging crimson satin dress, completed with on shoulder
and off the shoulder straps. Another stunning item of the collection came in the form of a high-neck, long-sleeved body
con dress, with intricate gold detailing, paired with PVC boot
platform heels to complete the look.
The beauty angle was also important when it came to
creating the dark, oriental tone of the show. Lan NguyenGrealis, head makeup artist for Fashion Scout gave greater
insight into the image Pam wanted to create, saying “The Emperor’s New Clothes is a concept all about power and beauty,
there were 5 different looks, but a consistent colour palette
so lots of emerald green, yellow, gold and mushroom colours
were used in the makeup.” To create the majestic image of the
Empress, Lan used mushroom lipstick to do a box lip, paired
with a precut lashes (which had to be done for every model)
Having worked as a makeup artist for 10 years now, and for
Pam Hogg for 3 seasons, Lan has become attuned to the type

of look the designer wants for her show models, noting the
‘soft, faded’ element to the makeup. She also noticed Pam’s
interest in the oriental look for her models, with very precise
lines and measurements on the face. In keeping with the soft
tone to the makeup, Lan ensured there were no harsh lines
or anything overdone about the look. Though Lan is very experienced at her job, working with Hogg as I suspected, isn’t
all smooth runnings. Lan commented to me, “It was an experience alright!” going on to explain that “it was one of the
most difficult things I’ve ever done. Pam feels everything, often making it hard to interpret. It
could be a wonky
eyelash, but it works.”
Although trying at
times, Lan insists this
challenging element
of the job is what
keeps it exciting,
because “fashion is
like another world,
it’s always changing
and onto the next
look. It changes in
seconds.” In the beauty
industry, Lan explains
that it had previously
been the case that
each makeup artist
would have their
own niche, whereas now, it is much
more dynamic. Despite 20 hour workdays during fashion
week, and surviving
each day with barely
an hour of sleep, Lan
is still enamoured with
doing Fashion makeup
“because it’s live and very
testing, because you can’t
airbrush what you’ve done.
Her last enduring
words on Pam Hogg? “She
is an artist... a painter.” I
couldn’t agree more.

LIZ BLACK
You are cordially invited to the Mad Hatter’s Tea Party! Mary O’Connor
talks to designer Liz Black about her stumble down the rabbit hole.

O

n entering Liz Black’s
Alice in Wonderland
presentation, I did have
my reservations about the propensity for originality in a theme that has
been courted so frequently by artists
and designers alike. But, on seeing
the surreal visual feast that Black
had laid out for us (and having been
buttered up with some delicious
fairytale cupcakes and potent Campari cocktails) I became convinced
that this intrepid designer had done
something rather unique and beautiful with Lewis Carroll’s original adventure down the rabbit hole.
The designer herself also gave
greater insight into why she chose
this theme, drawing on childhood
dreams and translating them into
her adult life, saying “since I was a
little girl, I dreamt about the Rabbit
Hole within the story, and just maybe that I could be Alice in my very
own Wonderland. I wanted to bring
to life my representation of Wonderland .” The presentation featured
the Queen of Hearts, the White
Rabbit and the Mad Hatter having
tea, but without the curious young

girl for after the story is named. This
was something I found interesting
whilst watching, and asked Liz about
this, to which she replied “Alice was
not present as I wanted every member of the audience to embody the
real journey of Alice, and the chaotic
and surreal nature of Wonderland.”
As the models walked around
and sat down at various intervals, it
was almost as if the presentation was
on a continuous loop and we as the
audience, were innocent bystanders.
But this soon changed as the models
started to break out of the repetition
when the Queen of Hearts entered.
Stern, and with an incredibly
commanding presence, the model
playing the tyrannical Queen entered to a heavy and dark percussion
track and strutted around the table
showing off her blood red 60s style
dress. The design of the piece itself
was amazing, as the back and shoulders of the dress had been crafted
so that they resembled a heart. The
Queen proceeded to toss her rose
aside to a member of the onlookers, thus drawing us further into the
world of Wonderland.
Liz offered further explanation
into this element, saying “within
the Queen’s garden there were white
roses painted to red ordered by the
queen and I wanted this moment
to be immortalised by people in the
audience. .” The White Rabbit’s costume design was also a highlight of
the show, as she modelled a white
cut off minidress, “with oversized
shoulders mirroring an abstracted
version of the Rabbit’s ears”. The
beauty element of the Rabbit’s character was particularly strong as subtle eye makeup was used to widen
her eyes and light foundation to give
a her a paler, almost sublime look.
The outfit modelled by the Hatter is also worth mentioning, as I felt
it was the best example of Liz’s comment that she “wanted the pieces to
be wearable but still possess prevalent themes from the story.” The hatter’s costume was a monochrome
figure-hugging strapless dress, with
a small cut out bow tie and an exaggerated collar.
With the costumes being this
surreal, I wondered how this would
translate to being appropriate for
Liz’s target market - “the modern,
cosmopolitan woman” as it says on
her website. Black offered an answer that no one can argue with:
Alice’s journey included both pitfalls
and triumphs, and every modern
woman experiences these situations.
I wanted to create a collection to
make every woman feel empowered
within any situation, feeling both
confident and comfortable.”

LFW 05.03.2013
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Backstage at Lara Jensen was hectic
with the hair and make-up teams
racing to get each girl catwalkready. The air was heady with hairspray and the atmosphere pulsed
with electrifying energy.

L AR A JENSEN
Heart of darkness: India Block catches up with the Hull-born milliner.

W

hat struck me most when I interviewed Lara Jensen last
year was the depth of passion and philosophy behind her
craft. Although technically, Jensen’s work is classed as
millinery, her work pushes the boundaries of headwear to its creative limits. You have probably seen her work before; she’s designed
for The Rolling Stones, Karl Lagerfeld and Lady Gaga. She’s also
done campaigns for big-name brands such as M.A.C. and TalkTalk
- remember those dancing television heads before X-Factor?
When I found out that Lara would be collaborating with
catwalk designers again for A/W13, I was excited about what we
might see. Her previous year’s collaboration with Inbar Spector
had seen her create fabulous jewelled objects that dripped down
the models’ faces leaving only their eyes, an effect at once dazzling
and disturbing. I got in touch and Jensen generously invited me to
her shows with Ryan Lo at Fashion East and Ekaterina Kukhareva’s,
even taking us backstage at Ekaterina to let us see how a collaboration comes together behind the scenes.
At the Fashion Scout venue, in the upstairs rooms of Freemason Hall, hair stylists, nail technicians and makeup artists fluttered around beautiful models who flitted in and out of gorgeous
dresses. I found Jensen working calmly amongst the ordered chaos
putting the finishing touches to her latest creations. She greeted me
warmly and, despite claiming not to have slept in three consecutive
weeks, looked even more stunning in person.
I had seen the previous S/S12 collection by the Russianborn designer and had loved her use of bright jewel tones and the vibrant Americana vibe of her shows. Jensen explained how Ekaterina
has been inspired by the idea of bored 50s housewives. The show
was called ‘Cul-de-sac Heroine’ and the show notes described how
‘bored of endless coffee mornings and tennis coach fantasies, our
retro Housewife leads her like-minded girlfriends on exotic fantasy
trips’. Around me the models’ hair was being pinned into elaborate
shapes and 50’s cats eye eyeliner flicks were being painted on their
lids with deft precision. I overheard the head nail artist commenting
on how the long talons had been inspired by the idea of these characters sitting around endlessly filing their nails.
Jensen’s real genius is how she can take a designer’s idea
and interpret it in an intriguing way, developing it into something
fully blown, dark, and mysterious. The headpieces that Jensen and
her team were working on were oversized retro hair-rollers in bright
colours, encrusted with shining jewels at the ends. The patterns on
Ekaterina’s garments had been inspired by Byzantine plates, intricate designs that she had chosen to echo in her pieces. Quietly and
eloquently, Jensen explained how she had been inspired by the idea
of Ekaterina’s muse existing as a fetishised woman, in the gilded cage
of her existence as an object of beauty and sexual fantasy. Taking the
cue from the Byzantine designs, she looked further back into history

to the culture of the Japanese Oiran – the predecessors of Geisha
culture.
This is why Jensen’s work is so fascinating; she admits that
she can’t help but bring an element of darkness to her work. She
described how she had researched this sequestered community of
highly skilled sex workers who lived within walled districts of major
cities. These women would only leave when called upon by their
prestigious clients, then they would process through the city in great
splendour. As part of their highly ritualised existence, these women
wore their hair in elaborate styles using combs. By meshing these
influences with the ideas behind Ekaterina’s collection, Jensen created these sets of hairpieces that are at once elaborate and restrictive.
To create the hairpieces themselves, Jensen explained how
they had been made as a flat piece of Perspex then heat rolled into
shape. After being set in the shape of tubes, the end pieces had been
attached; a nice touch was how each piece had Ekaterina’s logo
stamped on one end, and her own emblem on the opposite. It was to
these ends that Jensen was applying the final jewels when I encountered her. Endearingly humble, Jensen told me how pleased she was
with this particular collaboration as one of those perfect moments
where the exact image you have in your head becomes a reality.
Jensen’s headpiece for the final look of Ekaterina’s show was
a huge construction of elongated rollers and combs that required
incredible skill to place in the model’s hair. She explained to me how
she had specifically requested that the hair team for the show be
lead by Indira Schauwecker, a stylist who recently won the prestigious Toni and Guy Avant Garde Hairdresser of the Year 2012. Jensen
knew that Schauwecker was the only person she knew who would
have the skills to realise her vision for the hairpieces.
I also got the chance to ask Lara about her collaboration
with Ryan Lo, whose show I had seen earlier that day at the Tate
Tanks, Topshop’s chosen venue for this season’s showspace. This had
been another exciting show; famous faces such as Nick Grimshaw
and Pixie Geldof had been sat in the front row. Lo’s collection had
been a crazy confection of pink, sparkle and tulle. Smilingly, Jensen
explained that even she had found it difficult to find any darkness
in Lo’s work, finding herself creating her lightest work yet. Lo’s inspiration was Sailor Moon, Bridget Jones and Margaret Thatcher.
From this eclectic mix, Lara created a range of Perspex hairpieces
and clutch bags.
The hairpieces looked like crazy sea plants, and had been
inspired by the scene in the film where Bridget attempts to iron her
hair. The clutches, inspired by Thatcher’s handbags, had been adapted to each different character: one was shaped like a cat, the other
simply filled with glitter. It is a sign of Jensen’s endless creativity and
versatility that she could create work for two such very different
shows on the same day.
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PEOPLE

“London just produces the
most eclectic mix of fashion
in the world”

“Someone pointed
out that neon hats
are a ‘trend’. Now I
keep seeing them
everywhere!.”
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“I love LFW
for the people
watching. It’s
just fascinating...”

#LFW

SPOT TED
AT

@mirandalarbi
Deputy fashion editor Miranda, on the
disobedient boob at
Apujan

LFW

@madeuptweet
A spoof account,
tweeting what
should have been
said at LFW.

BINKY
KATE BOSWORTH
CARA DELEVINGNE

A whole host of people
flock to Somerset House
each to be unwaringly
snapped. Whether it’s
the hottest ‘it’ model
of the season or Hollywood’s best, you can
expect some famous
faces. And before you
ask, yes, of course Made
In Chelsea love fashion...

@TomWitherow
Muse Editor, Tom
feeling the pressure of a thousand
fashonistas’ eyes...

@lill_missfashion
The blogger and
designer slamming Kate’s fashion
promiscuity

@susiebubble
Susanna Lau is
one of the blogosphere’s most
influential names

MARK FRANCIS

@indiablock
India Block, Muse
fashion editor, misbehaving at Fashion
East Topshop

@MissAmyChild

LOUIS TOMLINSON

AMY CHILDS

OLIVIA PALERMO

Amy failing to realise
that it’s not actually
her on the catwalk at
Fashion Scout

Wardrobe malfunction at Apujan
- taking #titsandteeth to the next
level at #lfw
19 Feb
BIG trend towards overuse of
hashtags this season #PaulSmith
#TateBritain #MercedesBenzUK
#Rihanna #feethurt #love #girlcrush
#aw13 #lfw ###
17 Feb
Very trendy child just walked past.
I’ve been upstaged.
15 Feb

Vivienne Westwood has called on
the Duchess of Cambridge to stop
buying so many different outfits!
18 Feb

Uptown furriness with downtown
caps... Love a good juxto... @henryholland #letyourselfgo
18 Feb

Got so carried away following right
behind Nick Grimshaw we ended
up getting through to backstage
#oops #LFW
18 Feb

Having my hair done @johansfordsalon @hairbyjoel_s all ready for the
Catwalk Show xxx
15 Feb

THE CAT WALK PLAYLIST
Hammer (Original Mix)
Oko
When I’m Small
Phantogram
One Day / Reckoning Song
Asaf Avidan & the Mojos
No fashion week is complete without the incessant
front row snapping and
hashtagging on Instagram.
Here are some of the
wackiest shots from the
team’s spying lenses.

New Colour
Lone
Play By Play
Autre Ne Veut
Chambermaid Swing
Parov Stelar
Seen It All
Jake Bugg
Why Don’t You
Garmophonedzie
Marion Barfs
Clint Mansell (Requiem For a Dream OST)

With the eclectic range of
collections this year came
a diverse approach to show
soundtracks. Apart from
the constant obsession with
minimalist electro, there was
a clear theme of rock & roll
and swing music in a number of collections, and Eudon
Choi opted for a Russian folk
band to play throughout his
colourful exhibition.
Ashley Williams’ “I Lost My
Heart to Elvis Presley” show,
as part of Fashion East, had
the American icon everywhere, printed on the clothes
and echoing through the
Tate Tanks. “Frow’er” Nick
Grimshaw was enjoying it so
much, he was singing along,
apparently.
The most played track
however, was bizarrely the
very dramatic theme titled
“Marion Barfs” from “Requiem for a Dream”. It seems it’s
the go-to music for theatrical
fashion, when it popped up
for the third time in a show,
it’d lost its sheen.
-Agatha Torrance
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